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Due to the infrastructure-less, dynamic, and broadcast nature of radio transmissions, com-
munications in mobile ad-hoc networks, MANETs, are susceptible to malicious traffic analysis.
After performing traffic analysis, an attacker conducts an intensive attack (i.e., a target-
oriented attack) against a target node specified by the traffic analysis. Because of the degra-
dation of both throughput and security of routing, traffic analysis and its subsequent target-
oriented attack are known as serious problems in regards to MANETs. Basically, position
information of routing nodes is very sensitive data in MANETs, where even nodes not know-
ing each other establish a network temporarily. It is desirable that position information is
kept secret. All of these problems are especially prominent in position-based routing pro-
tocols of MANETs. Therefore a new position-based routing protocol, which keeps routing
nodes anonymous, thereby preventing possible traffic analysis, is proposed. The proposed
scheme uses a time-variant temporary identifier, Temp ID, which is computed from the time
and position of a node and used for keeping the node anonymous. Only the position of a
destination node is required for the route discovery, and the Temp ID is used for establishing
a route for sending data. A receiver dynamic-handshake scheme is designed for determining
the next hop on-demand by using the Temp ID. The level of anonymity and the performance
of this scheme were evaluated. The evaluation results show that the proposed scheme ensures
the anonymity of both route and nodes and robustness against a target-oriented attack and
other attacks. Moreover, this scheme does not depend on node density as long as nodes are
connected in the network.

1. Introduction

Mobile ad hoc networks, MANETs, are find-
ing ever-increasing applications in both mili-
tary and civilian systems owing to their self-
configuration and self-maintenance capabilities.
Many of these applications, such as military
battlefield operations, homeland-security sce-
narios, law enforcement, and rescue missions
are security sensitive. As a result, security in
MANETs has recently been drawing much at-
tention 1).

Traffic analysis is one of the most subtle and
unsolved security attacks against MANETs. By
definition, it is an attack such that an adver-
sary observes network traffic and infers sensi-
tive information of the applications and/or the
underlying system 2). Sensitive information in-
cludes the identities of communicating parties,
network traffic patterns 1), and their changes.
The leakage of such information is often dev-
astating in security-sensitive scenarios. For ex-
ample, an unexpected change of the traffic pat-
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tern in a military network may indicate a forth-
coming action, a chain of commands, or a state
change of network alertness 3). It may also re-
veal the locations of command centers or mobile
VIP nodes, which will enable the adversaries
to launch pinpoint attacks on them. In con-
trast to active attacks, which usually involve
the launch of denial of service or other more
“visible” and aggressive attacks on the target
network, traffic analysis is a kind of passive at-
tack, which is “invisible” and difficult to detect.
It is therefore important to design countermea-
sures against such malicious traffic analysis.

The shared wireless medium of MANETs in-
troduces opportunities for passive eavesdrop-
ping on data communications. Adversaries can
easily overhear all messages “flying in the air”
without physically compromising nodes. Sev-
eral methods for withstanding eavesdropping
and other kinds of traffic analysis have been
investigated. One attempt is to prevent the
wireless signals from being intercepted or even
detected by developing LPI/LPD (low proba-
bility of interception/low probability of detec-
tion) communication techniques. Examples of
such techniques include spread-spectrum mod-
ulation, effective power control, and directional
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antennas 4). However, it is impossible to com-
pletely avoid signal detection in open wireless
environments. The second method relies on the
use of traffic padding, i.e., inserting dummy
packets into the network 5) to camouflage the
real traffic pattern. However, this approach
adds significant extra load to the network and
consumes scarce network resources. The third
method is to perform end-to-end encryption
and/or link encryption on data traffic. How-
ever, this only prevents adversaries from access-
ing traffic contents. Adversaries can still carry
out traffic analysis based on the bare network-
layer and/or MAC addresses, both of which
are unprotected and unencrypted in common
ad-hoc routing protocols such as Ad hoc On-
Demand Distance Vector (AODV) 6). The Dy-
namic Source Routing Protocol for Mobile Ad
Hoc Networks (DSR) 7), and the de facto MAC
protocol IEEE 802.11.

Research on ad-hoc networks has resulted
in a number of routing protocols suitable
for MANETs 8). Most current researches on
MANET routing are focused on topology-based
protocols. These protocols use information
about links in the network to perform packet
forwarding and are generally classified as either
table-driven or on-demand. The on-demand
scheme is more familiar than the table-driven
one because it does not involve extra computa-
tion like routing table maintenance of the table-
driven scheme.

Meanwhile position-based routing protocols
are known to be a good alternative to on-
demand topology-based protocols in many
cases 9),10). Position-based routing protocols
use a node’s geographical position to make rout-
ing decisions, resulting in improved efficiency
and performance. Therefore, nodes of these
protocols are required to obtain their own ge-
ographical position and the geographical posi-
tion of the destination. Generally, this informa-
tion is obtained via global positioning system
(GPS) and location services.

Most traditional topology-based MANET
protocols were designed with reliability and
performance in mind. Unfortunately these pro-
tocols were not designed to be secure and do
not defend against malicious attacks. AODV
and DSR, two protocols under consideration for
standardization by the IETF MANET Work-
ing Group, are both vulnerable to a number of
attacks, including impersonation, modification,
and fabrication 11). Position-based MANET

routing protocols 9),12),13) are also vulnerable
to such attacks, as they focus on improving
performance while disregarding security issues.
In addition, these protocols lack cryptographic
techniques to protect location information ex-
changed between nodes, revealing the exact lo-
cation of nodes to anyone within range. In
a high-risk environment, this is unacceptable.
Cryptographic techniques must be employed to
protect position information in these protocols
if they are to be used in a high-risk MANET.

If position information can be safely pro-
tected, not only efficiency but also security of
MANET routing is improved. Lack of pri-
vacy in traditional position-based ad-hoc rout-
ing algorithms is mainly caused by extensive
position-information exposure 18).

To achieve communication anonymity and se-
curity in any node density network, we propose
a new position-based routing protocol, called an
anonymous on-demand position-based routing
(AODPR), which keeps routing nodes anony-
mous. In AODPR, the position of the destina-
tion is encrypted with a common key of nodes,
and this encrypted position is used for the rout-
ing. Information is thus not disclosed to nodes
not composing the ad-hoc network. In AODPR,
a route is discovered by a dynamic handshake
mechanism, which dynamically determines the
next hop. For this purpose, a route-request
message is sent from the source towards the po-
sition of the destination.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, the preliminaries are described. In Sec-
tion 3, AODPR fundamental definitions are
given. In Section 4, the AODPR protocol is de-
scribed. In Section 5, anonymity achievements
and security analysis are given. In Section 6,
performances of AODPR are analyzed. Finally,
Section 7 describes conclusions.

2. Preliminaries

2.1 Privacy and security notions
The key notions on privacy associated with

MANETs are summarized as follows.
Identity Privacy : Identity privacy means

no one knows the real identity of the nodes in
the network. We are especially interested in
discussing identity privacy of entities involved
in packet transmission, namely, the source, in-
termediate nodes and the destination.

Location Privacy : Requirements for loca-
tion privacy are as follows: (a) no one knows
the exact location of a source or a destination,
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except themselves; (b) other nodes, typically
intermediate nodes in the route, have no infor-
mation about their distance, i.e., the number of
hops, from either the source or the destination.
It is said that a protocol satisfying (a) achieves
weak location privacy, and a protocol satisfy-
ing both (a) and (b) achieves strong location
privacy.

Route Anonymity : Requirements for route
anonymity are as follows: (a) adversaries either
in the route or out of the route cannot trace
packet flow back to its source or destination;
(b) adversaries not in the route have no infor-
mation on any part of the route; (c) it is difficult
for adversaries to infer the transmission pattern
and motion pattern of the source or the desti-
nation.

As in normal networks, attacks on MANETs
are categorized as either passive or active.

Passive Attacks: Passive attack typically
involves unauthorized “listening” to the rout-
ing packets or silently refusing execution of
the function requested. This type of attack
might be an attempt to gain routing informa-
tion from which the attacker could extrapolate
data about the positions of each node in re-
lation to the others. Such an attack is usually
impossible to detect, since the attacker does not
disrupt the operation of a routing protocol but
only attempts to discover valuable information
by listening to the routed traffic.

Active Attacks: Active attacks are meant
to degrade or prevent message flow between
nodes. They can cause degradation or a com-
plete halt in communications between nodes.
Normally, such attacks involve actions per-
formed by adversaries, e.g., replication, mod-
ification, and deletion of exchanged data.

The traffic analysis we are interested in is
usually passive. After performing traffic anal-
ysis, an adversary can set a target node and
conduct an intensive attack against the node.
We call such an attack “target-oriented”. Such
attacks are often active. The followings are ex-
amples of active attacks.

DoS : Multiple adversaries in co-operation or
one adversary with enough power can set a spe-
cific node as a target in order to exhaust the re-
source of that node. That is to identify a node
and make a target to that specific node.

Wormhole Attacks: In wormhole attack,
an attacker records a packet in one location
of the network and sends it to another loca-
tion through a tunnel 23) made between the at-

tacker’s nodes. Afterwards, the packet is re-
transmitted to the network under his control.

Rushing Attack : Existing on-demand rout-
ing protocols forward a request packet that ar-
rives first in each route-discovery. In the rush-
ing attack, the attacker exploits this property of
route discovery operation. If the route requests
forwarded by attackers arrive at a target node
earlier than other route requests, any route dis-
covered by this route discovery includes a hop
via the attacker. In general, an attacker can
forward a route request more quickly than le-
gitimate nodes can, so he can enter a route.
Such a route cannot be easily detected.

Since nodes in MANETs move dynamically,
adversaries cannot conduct active attacks with-
out knowing the location or name of nodes. It
thus often happens that traffic analysis is con-
ducted passively at first and active attacks are
conducted later. Therefore, we set our goal to
establish a protocol that is secure against pas-
sive attacks in terms of the privacy notions ex-
plained above and also secure against the three
active attacks described above.

2.2 Related work
There are some recent proposals 14)∼18) tak-

ing care of privacy in MANETs. In Ref. 14),
a secure dynamic distributed topology-based
routing algorithm (SDDR) based on the onion-
routing protocol 15) for ad-hoc wireless net-
works has been proposed. The anonymity-
related properties achieved with this algo-
rithm include weak location privacy and route
anonymity. However, it ignores one impor-
tant part of privacy in mobile ad-hoc networks,
namely, identity anonymity, and it cannot pro-
vide strong location privacy.

In Ref. 16), Kong, et al. design an Anony-
mous On-Demand Routing (ANODR) based on
topology. Similar to Hordes 17), ANODR also
applies multicast/broadcast to improve recipi-
ent anonymity. ANODR is an on-demand pro-
tocol, and is based on trapdoor information in
the broadcast. These features are not discussed
in regards to Hordes’ 17) multicast mechanism.

Compared to Ref. 14), ANODR gives a more
comprehensive analysis of the anonymity and
security properties achieved, and provide de-
tailed simulation results. In addition, AN-
ODR is more efficient than SDDR at the data-
transmission stage. However, similar to SDDR
in Ref. 14), ANODR does not provide identity
anonymity and strong location privacy. To the
best of our knowledge some protocols are also
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Table 1 Comparison of security-related properties.

Table 2 Comparison of routing strategies.

dependent on node density 21).
Concerning the rushing attack, an existing

on-demand routing protocol, such as AODV 6),
DSR 7), location-aided routing (LAR) 24), Ari-
adne 25), secure AODV 26), a secure routing pro-
tocol for ad-hoc networks (ARAN) 27), AODV
secured with statistically unique and crypto-
graphically verifiable (SUCV) 28) and secure
routing protocol (SRP) 29) are all susceptible to
rushing attack.

Although SDDR and ANODR are topology-
based, these protocols guarantee many privacy
properties, as shown in Table 1. The proposed
AODPR and other two protocols are described
in Table 1 and Table 2 with respect to secu-
rity and routing strategies, respectively. De-
tailed discussions of these security properties
are given in Section 5.

3. AODPR fundamentals

3.1 Position management
Known position-based routing proto-

cols 18)∼21) use a position/location management
scheme, called a virtual home region-based dis-
tributed secure position service (DISPOSER).
In this scheme, each node has its own virtual
home region (VHR), which is a geographical re-
gion around a center specific to the node. The
center is fixed center and anyone can identify
it by taking a concatenation of two publicly

known values, namely, the node’s ID and po-
sition information regarding the center of the
whole network, as input to a publicly known
hash function. There are position servers PSs
for each node in the network. PSs of a node N
exist only inside the VHR of N and manage po-
sition information of N as follows. To report the
position of N to its PSs, N executes a region-
based broadcast 20) in the VHR if N stays inside
its VHR. If N stays out of its VHR, N sends a
packet containing position information of N and
the center of N. The latter position information
is used for determining which node forwards the
packet. Once the packet reaches a node in the
VHR, the node executes a region-based broad-
cast. After the region-based broadcast the PSs
can store the latest position information of N.
To retrieve position information of N, a source
sends a request packet in the direction of the
center of N. When the packet reaches a node
in the VHR of N, the node executes a sequen-
tial searching method 20) and finally the packet
reaches one of the PSs. The source authenti-
cates itself to the PS, and then the PS provides
the required position information. Using this
position information, the source can establish a
path from him to the destination. PSs are de-
termined from the node density, the size of the
VHR, the robustness of the system, and so on,
and the number of the PSs is set in an appropri-
ate value that makes the sequential search more
cost-effective than the region-based broadcast
and the management cost of the position infor-
mation low enough. More details on the VHR
are described in Refs. 18) and 20).

The PS of our proposed scheme has an ad-
ditional property: PS provides a source with
additional information to enhance the authen-
ticity and secrecy of services provided by the
PS. Before describing this scheme, we define
two notations: Position information denotes a
pair composed of position and time, and legiti-
mate nodes denote nodes which have registered
with PS and received a common key CK form
PS.

In contrast to ordinary PS, our PS provides
a source with a common key CK for all legiti-
mate nodes, public key PK of the destination,
position information of the destination, authen-
tication information Auth, and a Token.

When a node joins a network, it is registered
the PS and gets a common key CK and a pair
of public key PK/secret key SK from the PS.

When a node updates its position informa-
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tion and sends it to the PS, it generates a ran-
dom number and sends it together with its posi-
tion information to the PS. This random num-
ber is used for generating Auth, where Auth =
[H1 (Destination’s Position, Destination’s ran-
dom number)] and H1 is a global hash func-
tion. The notation A = [B, C, . . . , Z] means
variable A is substituted by the concatenation
of B, C, . . . , Z. Later, at the route discovery
phase Auth is used for authenticating the des-
tination to the source.

To obtain the position information of the des-
tination from the PS, the source has to send
a signed position request to PS with a route-
request sequence number RRQSeqNo. After ver-
ification of the signature, the PS responds to
the source’s request with the position informa-
tion of the destination, Auth, public key PK

of the destination, and a Token defined as To-
ken = [HPS (Sender Temp ID, Receiver Temp
ID), Time, RRQSeqNo], where HPS is a local
hash function defined by the PS. Position in-
formation is used for generating the temporary
Identifier Temp ID. In contrast, Position is
used only for routing, and it is encrypted by
CK in the route-request phase.

A sender keeps Auth received from the PS for
a session of communication. At the last phase
of the route-discovery procedure, destination
will reply with a route-reply message RRPMsg
for its authentication to the sender: RRPMsg
= [SigSKDest

(Auth)], where SigSK is a digi-
tal signature function under secret key SK, and
SKDest is the SK of the public/secret key pair of
the destination. With this RRPMsg the sender
authenticates the destination.

A Token is sent in the last phase of data
transmission to the destination. At the end of
the communication, the destination sends this
Token to PS, so that PS can determine whether
the communication between the source and the
destination is valid. If a node takes the posi-
tion information of the destination and does
not make a data transmission, then PS will not
supply any further position information to that
node.

3.2 Dynamic handshaking
A kind of handshaking, called dynamic hand-

shaking, which is established from the ending
point to the beginning point, is defined here as
shown in Fig. 1. At first, node A sends a signal
for node D via B. B will response to A after
getting a response from C. That means A will
wait for a certain time. The whole handshak-

Fig. 1 Dynamic handshaking.

ing process is performed from the ending to the
beginning.

3.3 Control packets of AODPR
Three control packets are used for route dis-

covery of AODPR: Route Request Packet RRQ,
Route Reply Packet RRP and Fail Packet Fail.
These packets are described in Appendix. Here
only a few fields of the RRQ are described.

Sender Temp ID: For every session of com-
munication, a source generates its temporary
ID Temp ID, computed as Temp ID = [H (Po-
sition, Time, PK)], where H is a global hash
function known to all legitimate nodes in the
network, Position is the position of the source,
Time is the present time, and PK is a public
key of the source. Temp ID uniquely identi-
fies the source in each session of communication
and is dynamically changed from session to ses-
sion and from hop to hop. When nodes stay-
ing within the sender’s radio range receive the
RRQ packet, they will become new senders or
forwarders and update the Temp ID into their
own Temp ID, which is generated in a similar
way to that mentioned above.

For successful identification, the Temp ID
should be unique for each session of commu-
nication. To this end, H should be collision re-
sistant. Theoretically proven collision-resistant
hash functions are slow; thus, in practice, hash
functions that are expected to be collision-
resistant, such as Message Digest algorithm 5
(MD5) 31) and Secure Hash Algorithm 1 (SHA-
1) 32), are used instead. The probability of find-
ing a collision for MD5 w.r.t 128-bit output and
that for SHA-1 w.r.t 160-bit output have been
estimated as, on average, 264 and 280, respec-
tively. As long as these probabilities hold, it is
difficult to find the same Temp ID for different
nodes in each session of communication

Position of Destination (PD): The geo-
graphical position (XT, YT) of the destination,
taken from PS and encrypted by CK.

Number of Hops (NH): NH is the mini-
mum number of hops that an RRQ packet trav-
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els to find a route from the source to the des-
tination. NH is estimated by the source. It is
changed by the source when the source tries to
find a route with a new estimation. It is also
encrypted by CK.

Temporary Number of Hops (Temp
NH): At the beginning of route discovery,
Temp NH is initiated as NH by the source,
Temp NH = NH and it is encrypted with CK

by the source. After receiving the RRQ packet
by legitimate nodes, it is updated. Update
means decrementing by one, i.e., Temp NH =
Temp NH - 1. When the RRQ packet travels
from node to node it is updated each time by
each node. Moreover, the nodes perform en-
cryption/decryption operations and vice-versa
by CK.

4. AODPR protocol

4.1 Parameters description
In certain environments, such as stadiums,

classrooms, disaster areas, and battle fields,
node placements and their corresponding den-
sity can be defined as follows.

Quadratic placement means that a node is
connected in its radio range with its neighbors
in all four compass directions from its center
(Fig. 4): thus, their corresponding densities are
approximated as µquad ≈ √

n/[{π + (
√

3/2) +
1} × R2], where n is the number of nodes to
make the connection and R is the radius of the
maximum radio-range coverage of each node of
the ad-hoc network. When any node sends a
packet within its radio range, the other nodes
within its radio range can receive the packets.
Line placement means that a node can be con-
nected to any node in a line via intermediate
nodes. Least placement means that a node can
reach another node with just one connection to
its neighbor (Fig. 5).

At first, we describe the estimation of NH by
the source for different placements of the nodes
in the network. The source estimates NH on the
basis of the density of the nodes in the network,
and NH is the highest when node density is the
lowest and vice-versa. NH is thus proportional
to 1/µ, where µ is the density of the nodes.

For line placement, NH = D/R, where R is
the radius of the maximum radio-range cover-
age of each node of the ad-hoc network, D is
the distance from the source to the destina-
tion, D =

√
(XT − XS)2 + (YT − YS)2, where

(XS, YS) and (XT, YT) are the source’s and des-

tination’s positions, respectively. In this place-
ment, NH is the minimum number of hops, from
the source to the destination, estimated by the
source.

For µqaud it is assumed that NH = f(L, B)/R,
where f is a linear function in L and B, length
L is the horizontal distance from the source to
destination, and breadth B is the vertical dis-
tance from the source to destination.

For least placement, it is assumed that NH =
(k×g(C))/R, where k is a constant and a func-
tion of L/R or B/R; and g is an exponential
function in circumference C of the area of the
network. In this placement NH is the maxi-
mum number of hops, from the source to the
destination.

4.2 AODPR overview
The AODPR protocol is described in detail

with respect to the functionalities of the nodes.
Source: The source sends a request to the

PS for the position information of the destina-
tion when it wants to communicate with the
destination. AODPR is thus an on-demand
protocol. The source generates its own Temp
ID, RRQSeqNo and estimates NH and the max-
imum number of hops.

After receiving the destination’s position, the
source estimates NH and assigns this NH to
Temp NH. It then source sends an RRQ packet
within its radio range and waits to receive a re-
sponse, which is either RRP or Fail during time
2×TTL, where TTL denotes time to leave and
is estimated by the source from TTL = (travel-
ing time for one hop) × (number of hop).
• If the source receives RRP, by decrypting

RRPMsg of RRP, it tries to find a match
with Auth. If a match is found, it stores the
corresponding RRQSeqNo, NH, receiver’s
Temp ID and status (i.e., “yes”) in its rout-
ing table. It then sends data encrypted by
the destination’s public key. Lastly sender
sends Token to the destination so that des-
tination can inform the PS of this commu-
nication.

• If it receives a Fail packet, it stores the
corresponding RRQSeqNo, NH, and status
(“no”) to its routing table, and again tries
with a new estimated NH.

• If it does not receive any response and TTL
is exceeded, it stores RRQSeqNo, NH and
status (“no”) in its routing table, and again
tries with a new estimated NH.

As a result of this procedure, if the source
fails to find the destination with an estimated
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NH, it tries with the next estimated NH until
it finds the route. In this way, it can try with
the minimum to the maximum estimated NH.
Moreover, the maximum number of hops can be
varied for different placements.

Intermediate nodes or Forwarders: If
a node receives a packet RRQ but it is not
the destination it is a forwarder and be-
comes a new sender. Forwarder F gener-
ates its own Temp ID and calculates distance
Dr(F ) between F and its destination T by
Dr(F ) =

√
(XT − XF )2 + (YT − YF )2 from

the forwarder’s position (XF, YF) and destina-
tion’s position (XT, YT). F then updates Temp
NH by Temp NH = Temp NH - 1. It com-
pares this updated Temp NH with Dr(F )/R
and makes the following decision, as shown
schematically in Fig. 2.
• If Dr(F )/R ≤ Updated Temp NH, for-

warder F forwards the packet to its radio
region and keeps the route information.

• If Dr(F )/R > Updated Temp NH, for-
warder F discards the packets.

After forwarding a packet, the forwarder
waits to receive a response for time 2 × TTL1,
where TTL1 is computed from TTL1 = (trav-
eling time for one hop) × (updated number of
hops).
• If the forwarder receives RRP, it just for-

wards it on the reverse path and keeps the
route information.

• If the forwarder receives Fail, it also for-
wards it on the same reverse path and keeps
the route information.

• If it does not receive any response and its
waiting time exceeds TTL1, it generates
Fail and forwards it on the reverse path.

Fig. 2 Packet forwarding or discarding in
intermediate nodes.

Destination : The destination checks EM of
RRQ to confirm the destination of RRQ (see
Appendix A.1). Finally, it replies by RRP and
keeps the route information.

AODPR protocol
Carrier sense multiple access with colli-

sion avoidance (CSMA/CA) 33) is used as the
channel-access mechanism for control messages.
A sender (a source or a forwarder) of an RRQ
transmits the RRQ after sensing the channel
and finding idle time for a distributed inter
frame space (DIFS). When there is a collision,
the sender retransmits the RRQ after a short
inter frame space (SIFS). The same procedure
is applicable for any node for the RRP as well
as Fail.
Initial procedure:

A source makes a signed position request to
the PS, and receives required information CK,
destination’s position information, Auth, To-
ken, and PK of the destination from the PS.
Source’s working procedure:

The source generates an RRQ and sends it to
its radio region and waits to receive a response
for time 2 × TTL.

If it receives a following response
• If source receives RRP, then it compares

Auth with RRPMsg by decrypting it.
• If it matches, then source sends data in

the path and at last sends the Token.
• If it does not match, then source dis-

cards this RRP and estimates a new
NH and again tries this procedure un-
til it receives a valid RRP.

• If source receives a Fail packet within time
2×TTL, it estimates a new NH and again
tries this procedure until it receives an RRP
that does not exceed the maximum number
of hops for that environment.

If the source does not receive any response
and the waiting time exceeds 2 × TTL, the
source estimates a new NH and again tries the
above procedure until it receives an RRP. The
source repeats this procedure as long as the NH
of its packet is smaller than the maximum num-
ber of hops for that environment.
Forwarder’s or destination’s working
procedure:

On receiving an RRQ, a forwarder checks
whether it is the destination or not.

If it is the destination, then it generates an
RRP and sends this RRP on the reverse path.

If it is not the destination, then it forwards
the RRQ and waits for time 2 × TTL1
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• If the forwarder receives a RRP, it keeps
the route information and sends it on the
reverse path.

• If the forwarder receives Fail, then it keeps
the route information and sends it on the
reverse path.

If the waiting time for the forwarder exceeds
2 × TTL1 time, then the forwarder generates
Fail and sends it on the reverse path.

5. Anonymity achievement and secu-
rity analysis

When senders or forwarders forward any
packets, they generate a large bit random num-
ber and use parts of that random bit sequence
corresponding to the number of encrypted fields
of the packet, i.e., RRQ and RRP. The pack-
ets are described in the appendix. They also
specify all the fields with a specific bit num-
ber. They then pad the fields with random
bits and encrypt these fields. When a packet
reaches a node, the node first decrypts it, ex-
tracts the random bits from the fields, and pads
these fields with its own random bits. All the
fields of a packet are thus changed. As a result,
when the packet moves from node to node it
appears new to the network. This procedure is
applicable to all the encrypted fields of all the
packets. Encryption and decryption are per-
formed as necessary when a packet moves from
node to node.

In an ad-hoc security routing protocol, the
most expensive operation is the public key op-
eration 34). To guarantee the anonymity in the
AODPR, every node generates its Temp ID,
which is a hash computation, and a random
bit corresponding to the fields of the pack-
ets, and it finally performs symmetric encryp-
tion/decryption of the fields. These compu-
tations are not more computationally complex
than those of some other ad-hoc security rout-
ing protocol 30).

Identity Privacy : In AODPR the identi-
ties temp ID of the nodes are changing in each
hop as a packet is forwarded. Location of des-
tination is encrypted and padded with random
bits. Also the temp ID is changed in each ses-
sion of communication. As we discussed before
in Section 3.3 the temp ID depends on not only
the position of the node and the public key but
also on time, so it is changeable within a hop
range. So AODPR ensures identity privacy.

Location Privacy : The general concept of
the current attacks on the location privacy is

to observe the route request and route response
packets and to estimate the distance between
the source and the destination from the travel-
ing information added to the packet, i.e., how
many hops it travels. In contrast to existing
anonymous ad-hoc routing protocols, there is
no extra traveling information added to the
packets in our scheme, and estimating the dis-
tance between the source and the destination is
not possible in a straightforward way. No node
knows anything about the location and identity
of the other nodes, including the source, and it
does not know from where a packet starts to
travel in the network. Even though all legit-
imate nodes can determine the distance from
themselves to the destination and also know the
temp ID of other nodes in the neighboring re-
gion, no one except the source can determine
the distance from the source to the destination
by using this information. Location privacy is
thus achieved.

Route Anonymity : Current attacks on
route anonymity are based on traffic analy-
sis 22). The general theory behind these kinds of
attacks is to trace or to find the path in which
the packets are moving. For this purpose, a ma-
licious node, mainly looks for unchangeable in-
formation i.e., common information in a packet,
so that it can trace the movement of control
packets. As a result, the adversaries can find
or estimate the route from the source to the
destination. In AODPR, all the control packets
appear new (Fig. 3) in the network when pack-
ets moves form node to node. So no one can
trace the path of the route. Route anonymity
is thus achieved. A detailed description is given
in the appendix.

DoS : Multiple adversaries cooperatively or
one adversary with enough power can exhaust
the resource of a specific target node. To this
end, adversaries need to identify a node and
set that specific node as a target. In AODPR,
identity privacy is achieved as discussed above
and DoS can be protected.

Wormhole Attacks: In wormhole attack,

Fig. 3 Route anonymity model.
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there could be a long distance for a packet to
travel for finding the route from the source to
the destination. In AODPR, the source and
the forwarders wait for a limited time, TTL or
TTL1, for getting a response based on the es-
timated NH. If an attacker’s response exceeds
a limited time, it cannot be a forwarder within
a routing path. If the attacker is a forwarder
within a path limit and does not reply properly,
this path no longer remains valid. The sender
will try another path. A wormhole attack is
therefore not effective in the case of AODPR.

Rushing Attack : Many existing on-demand
routing protocols only forward the request that
arrives first from each route discovery. In a
rushing attack, the attacker exploits this prop-
erty of the operation of route discovery, and
establishes a rushing attack. A more power-
ful rushing attacker may employ a wormhole to
rush packets. By using the tunnel of a worm-
hole attack, the attacker can introduce a rush-
ing attack. As shown above, AODPR can pre-
vent a wormhole attack. It is thus also robust
against a rushing attack.

6. Performance analysis

6.1 Theoretical analysis
In the case of AODPR, the source can deter-

mine the direct distance from him to any node
connected in the network. Let the distance
from the source to a node be D, so the number
of hop given by h = D/R, where R is the radio-
range coverage around a node. For route dis-
covery, when a control packet travels from hop
to hop, h is decremented by one. When a packet
is forwarded to a specific node, the values of h
will thus converge to a smaller value than its
previous value. Let t be the time a packet needs
to travel h number of hops, within time 2 × t,
the source will receive a response. If the source
does not receive any response, it will estimate
new hop h1 and will wait for a corresponding
traveling time 2 × t1. Thus, by consecutive es-
timation of new hops, the source reaches to the
goal, as long as there is at least one path to
reach the goal. If the density of the network
is more than the quadratic-placement density
µquad (Fig. 4), it can reach the goal directly. If
there is a shield on the path, it is also informed
to the source by sending a fail packet after a
certain amount of time. The source therefore
estimates a new hop number by increasing its
value more than in the previous attempts. If
the source fails again, it will try as previously

Fig. 4 Quad-placement-connected network.

Fig. 5 Least-placement-connected network.

with a new estimate. If there is at least one
path from the source to a node, then it can be
found out, and successful communication is ac-
complished.

If the nodes in the network are at least-
connected as shown in Fig. 5, the maximum
hop count to reach the goal is n − 1, where n
denotes the number of nodes in a network. Let
us consider a path from node a to z, as an ex-
ample path. At first a will calculate Dr(a) from
node a to z and also estimates NH, so that the
packet travels according to the protocol for this
NH. If the relation Dr(F )/R > Updated Temp
NH holds for a node in the path, that node
discards the packet. After that, node a sends
the packet with a new estimated NH, which is a
value greater than the old NH. Either with cur-
rent estimated NH or a new estimated NH on
the consecutive estimation of NH, the relation
Dr(F )/R > Updated Temp NH does not hold
for that node any more and the node finally for-
wards the packet. As long as the NH of a packet
from a is smaller than the maximum hop count,
this procedure will continue. By taking an ap-
propriate value for the maximum hop count, the
packet can reach from node a to node z. The
simulation results of least connected nodes in a
network are given in Section 6.2 with a different
estimation of NH.

6.2 Simulation result
The reach ability in a network with least

placement was simulated by varying the num-
ber of nodes, as shown in Fig. 6, under a C++
programming environment. The graph shows
the number of trials with respect to the num-
ber of nodes, in different estimation. For all the
estimation methods the source at first initializes
NH = D/R. With this initial value the source
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Fig. 6 Number of trials for different estimation meth-
ods to find a route for different numbers of
nodes in a least-placement-connected network.

tries to reach the destination. If the source
fails, it estimates a new NH value and tries to
reach to the goal with this value. Each time the
source tries to reach the goal, the trial number
is counted. For estimating NH value, we experi-
mented with seven estimation functions. For all
the estimation functions the estimation value is
initialized by NH = D/R. These functions are
mainly defined in two ways, (i) linear or (ii)
exponential described as follows.

Estimation by linear I (I = 1 to 5): After ini-
tializing the estimation value, it is incremented
by I, so estimation value = estimation value +
I. Detailed results for various I (I = 1 to 5) are
shown in Fig. 6.

Estimation by exponential I (I = 1, 2): Af-
ter initializing the estimation value, it is incre-
mented as a power, so estimation value = (esti-
mation value)I+1. When I = 1, the source tries
four times for 21 numbers of nodes to reach the
goal and for 51 numbers of nodes, it tries four
times, but the trial value for 5 to 15 numbers of
nodes differs from the previous value and it is
3. When I = 2, the source tries three times to
reach the goal for 21 numbers of nodes, and for
51 numbers of nodes, it also tries three times
and it remains constant from any number of
nodes from 5 to 51. Exponential 2 is thus the
best estimation for a least-placement-connected
network.

7. Conclusions

Anonymity is one of the important factors
in securing a mobile ad-hoc network routing.

We thus proposed an anonymous on-demand
routing protocol, called AODPR, for prevent-
ing a target-oriented attack, which is appli-
cable to most node densities in a network.
Moreover, AODPR ensures node privacy, route
anonymity, and location privacy and is robust
against most known attacks. As a further re-
search, we plan to make a theoretical analysis
of an efficient estimation-function for any con-
nected network, and simulation of that function
in detail.
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Appendix

Here packets are described. Common key CK

is used for encryption and decryption by all le-
gitimate nodes. ECK

: means encryption with
CK.

A.1 Route Request Packet (RRQ)

Sender Temp ID
ECK

ECK
ECK

ECK
ECK

(RRQSeqNo) (PD) (NH) (Temp NH) (EM)
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For construction purposes when senders or
forwarders forward any packet, they generate
a large bit random number and make parts of
that random bit corresponding to the number
of fields of the packet. And they specify all the
fields with a specific bit number. They then
encrypt these fields by padding with random
bits. When a packet reaches a node, the node
first decrypts and extracts the random bits from
the fields and pads their own random bits. As
all the fields of a packet are changed, when a
packet moves from node to node, it appears new
to the network. This procedure is applicable to
all the encrypted fields of all the packets. En-
cryption/decryption is performed as necessary
when a packet moves from node to node.

RRQSeqNo: Route request sequence num-
ber RRQSeqNo generated by the source
uniquely, for the uniqueness of a session.

Ensure Message (EM): This examines the
genuineness of the destination. The source gen-
erates an EM when it receives the destination’s
position. EM = [H2 (position of destination,
time)], where H2 is the global hash function.

A.2 Route Reply Packet (RRP)
ECK

(RRQSeqNo) Sender Receiver RRPMsg
Temp ID Temp ID

Receiver Temp ID: For every session of
communication, an intermediate node or the
destination generates its Temp ID in the same
procedure as the sender Temp ID. Temp ID is
the only identification of a node in one session
of communication. It is dynamically changeable
from session to session. When packets are for-
warded, this field is updated by nodes according
to their own Temp ID.

A.3 Fail Packet, (Fail)
ECK

(RRQSeqNo) Sender Receiver ECK
(NH)

TempID Temp ID
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